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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss the criteria that should be
satisfied by a descriptor for nonrigid shapes with a single closed
contour. We then propose a shape representation method that ful-
fills these criteria. In the proposed approach, contour convexities
and concavities at different scale levels are represented using a
two-dimensional (2-D) matrix. The representation can be visual-
ized as a 2-D surface, where “hills” and “valleys” represent contour
convexities and concavities, respectively. The optimal matching of
two shape representations is achieved using dynamic programming
and a dissimilarity measure is defined based on this matching. The
proposed algorithm is very efficient and invariant to several kinds
of transformations including some articulations and modest oc-
clusions. The retrieval performance of the approach is illustrated
using the MPEG-7 shape database, which is one of the most com-
plete shape databases currently available. Our experiments indi-
cate that the proposed representation is well suited for object in-
dexing and retrieval in large databases. Furthermore, the repre-
sentation can be used as a starting point to obtain more compact
descriptors.
Index Terms—Dynamic programming, matching, shape de-
scriptor, similarity metric.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE recognition of objects in multimedia content is a chal-lenging task and a complete solution requires the com-
bination of multiple elementary visual and audio features via
a knowledge-based inferencing process. Typically, visual fea-
tures which provide complementary information, such as shape,
color, and texture, are chosen. Shape is clearly an important cue
for recognition since humans can often recognize characteristic
objects solely on the basis of their shapes. This distinguishes
shape from other elementary visual features, which usually do
not reveal object identity. A user survey presented in [1] re-
garding cognition aspects of image retrieval indicates that users
are more interested in retrieval by shape than by color and tex-
ture. From this, it can be deduced that shape descriptors for com-
paring two-dimensional (2-D) silhouettes in order to determine
their similarity are an important and useful building block for
applications requiring object recognition and object-based in-
dexing/retrieval from multimedia databases.
Many shape analysis techniques have been proposed over
the past three decades. An extensive survey of shape matching
in computer vision can be found in [2] and [3]. Most shape
matching methods attempt to quantify shape in ways aligned
with human intuition. The central question to be addressed can
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be stated as: what constitutes similarity of shape? Common cri-
teria used for shape representation for reliable shape matching
and retrieval include: uniqueness, invariance to translation,
scale, rotation and symmetric transformations, scalability,
compactness, extraction and matching efficiency, and robust-
ness to different kinds of distortions [4]. Shape distortions
may be present as a result of a perspective transformation due
to a change in viewing angle or may be a side effect of the
segmentation or extraction process used. Some objects are
flexible and thus the technique should be able to cope with
nonrigid deformations (e.g., object shapes corresponding to
people walking). In [5], it is concluded that it is not difficult
to compare very similar shapes but that difficulties arise when
we have to measure the degree of similarity of two shapes
which are significantly different. All of these criteria can be
summarized by stating that a good shape descriptor should
enable the similarity between shapes to be quantified in a
way aligned with human intuition. However, when evaluating
the performance of different shape analysis techniques, many
researchers [5], [6] have reached the conclusion that human
judgements of shape similarity differ significantly between
observers, thereby making the evaluation task very difficult.
Even in the case of 2-D silhouettes, there can be two notions
of similarity. Objects having similar spatial distributions can
have very different outline contours and vice versa. Therefore,
posing a query using region-based or contour-based criteria can
result in retrieving different objects [7].
A contour-based descriptor encapsulates the shape properties
of the object’s outline (silhouette). It should distinguish between
shapes that have similar region-shape properties but different
contour-shape properties. Such descriptors are usually very ef-
ficient in applications where high intraclass variability in the
shape is expected, due to deformations in the object (rigid or
nonrigid) or perspective deformations [7]. In this paper, we are
primarily interested in contour-based similarity especially in the
case where the similarity between the two curves is weak.
Since silhouettes do not have holes or internal markings, the
associated boundaries are conveniently represented by a single
closed curve which can be parameterized by arc length. Early
work used Fourier descriptors [5] which are easy to implement
and are based on the well-developed theory of Fourier analysis.
The disadvantage of this approach is that, after the Fourier trans-
form, local shape information is distributed to all coefficients
and not localized in the frequency domain [2]. A representation
that has proven to be relevant in human vision is the medial axis
transform (MAT) originally proposed by Blum [8], [9]. This ap-
proach led Sebastian et al. [10] to attempt to capture the struc-
ture of the shape in the graph structure of the skeleton. In this
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approach, the edit distance between shock graphs is used as a
metric of similarity between shapes. Sebastian et al. claim that
their approach is robust to various transformations including ar-
ticulation, deformation of parts, and occlusion. The disadvan-
tage of this description method is that matching two graphs
is very computationally expensive. Given the one-dimensional
(1-D) nature of silhouette curves, a natural alternative was to use
dynamic programming approaches which use the edit distance
between curves for matching [11]–[14], [4]. These algorithms
are usually fast and invariant to several kinds of transformations
including some articulation and occlusion.
A comprehensive comparison of different shape descriptors
for comparing silhouettes was carried out as part of the MPEG-7
standardization activity [15], [16]. As a result of this compar-
ison, two leading approaches emerged: one by Latecki et al.
[17], [18] based on the best possible correspondence of visual
parts and a second approach developed by Mokhtarian et al.
[19]–[21], [6] based on the curvature scale space (CSS) rep-
resentation. Both descriptors base the computation of a sim-
ilarity measure on the best possible correspondence between
maximal convex/concave arcs contained in simplified versions
of boundary contours. The simplified boundary contours are ob-
tained by two different processes of curve evolution. Both de-
scriptors are cognitively motivated, since convex/concave arcs
play an important role in human visual perception.
The main motivation for this study was provided by a
scale space technique for plane curves description proposed
by Mokhtarian and Mackworth in [19]. In this method, the
arc-length parameterized contour is convolved with a
Gaussian kernel of width . With increasing value of , the
resulting contour becomes smoother, and the number of zero
crossings of the curvature along the contour decreases until
finally the contour is convex and the curvature is positive.
For continuously increasing values of , the positions of the
curvature zero-crossing points continuously move along the
contour, until two such positions meet and annihilate. The CSS
image of each boundary is computed and then the maxima
of the CSS contours are used as a shape descriptor for each
object. Matching of two objects is achieved by matching points
of annihilation in the plane [19]–[21], [6]. The resulting
shape descriptor is very compact and extensive tests [16]
reveal that the method is quite robust with respect to noise,
scale and orientation changes of objects. Because of these
advantages, the CSS shape descriptor has been included as one
of two shape descriptors in the ISO/IEC MPEG-7 standard. As
shown in [22], however, it does not always give results aligned
with human intuition. The main drawback of this description
is its potentially high degree of ambiguity. The positions of
zero-crossing point maxima for very deep and sharp concavities
and for very long shallow concavities are almost identical.
The convex parts of the curve are represented only implicitly
by assuming that every concavity must be surrounded by two
convexities. As such, it is impossible to use the CSS descriptor
to distinguish between totally convex curves (i.e., circles,
squares, and triangles).
Given the above observations, we conclude that a represen-
tation with enhanced discriminatory capabilities could be ob-
tained by explicitly representing the position and depth of both
convexities and concavities. To evaluate this idea we introduce
a new shape description method termed multi-scale convexity
concavity (MCC) representation, where for each contour point
we store information about the amount of convexity/concavity
at different scale levels.
The remainder of paper article is organized as follows. In
Section II, the relationship between our method and other
curve-matching methods is discussed. Section III describes the
new representation in detail and the robustness of the proposed
scheme is discussed. Section IV presents an optimal solution
for matching two MCC representations and a definition of the
dissimilarity measure used. The computational complexity of
the proposed approach is discussed in Section V. Section VI
presents the results obtained using our approach, including a
comparison with the CSS approach in our own simulation of
the “CE-Shape” MPEG-7 core experiment. Finally, conclusions
are formulated and presented in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
As far as we are aware, the use of a measure of con-
vexity/concavity for every contour point at multiple scales as
a means to matching 2-D curves is novel. The most closely
related idea in previous work is that of Quddus et al. in their
work on wavelet-based multilevel techniques for contour
description and matching [22]. This technique uses simple
features extracted at high curvature points. These points are
detected at each level of the wavelet decomposition as wavelet
transform modulus maxima (WTMM). During the matching
process, the similarity score is computed at each level and the
final similarity score is computed as the mean of the scores at
each level.
The idea of using dynamic programming (DP) for matching
whole contours or parts thereof is not new [11], [12]. Multiscale
methods have been combined with dynamic programming in
the past [13]. Recently, very powerful matching algorithms have
been proposed by Gdalyahu and Weinshall [14] and by Petrakis
et al. [4]. All of these algorithms are quite complicated. Usually
some edit transformation which maps one curve to the other is
defined, and merging, skipping, or stretching parts of the curves
is penalized during the matching process.
The main advantage of all of these approaches is their robust-
ness to occlusions. Some allow uniform matching of the open
and closed curves [4]. Our matching approach is rather simple
and originates directly from dynamic time warping (DTW) [23]
as used in speech recognition. We assume that the contours are
closed. Occlusions are not detected explicitly but penalized im-
plicitly by the cost of matching them to the nonoccluded con-
tour. There is no extra penalty for merging or skipping parts of
the contours during the matching process. Rather, a global op-
timal match between two contours is found using a rich multi-
scale feature for each contour point.
III. PROPOSED SHAPE REPRESENTATION
A. Definition
We propose a new rich multiscale shape representation,
where for each contour point we store information about the
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Fig. 1. Calculation of the contour displacement at two consecutive scale levels.
convexity/concavity at different scale levels. The representation
can be stored in the form of a 2-D matrix where the columns
correspond to contour points (contour parameter ) and the
rows correspond to the different scale levels . The position
in this matrix contains information about the degree
of convexity or concavity for the th contour point at scale
level .
The simplified boundary contours at different scale levels are
obtained via a curve evolution process very similar to that used
in [19] to extract the CSS image. We assume that a size normal-
ized contour is represented by contour points. It should
be noted that we use the same number of contour points for
each shape to be compared (resulting in an distance
table—see Section IV-B). Let the contour be parameterized
by arc length , where . The
coordinate functions of are convolved with a Gaussian kernel
of width as follows:
(1)
(2)
and similarly for . The resulting contour becomes
smoother with increasing value of , until finally the contour
is convex. Note that is constrained to assume integer values
only.
We propose a very simple measure for the convexity and con-
cavity of the curve. The measure is defined as the displacement
of the contour between two consecutive scale levels. If we de-
note the contour point at scale level as , the dis-
placement of the contour between two consecutive scale levels
at point can be defined as the Euclidian distance





is the distance by which contour point has moved be-
tween scale level and . The sharper the convexity or con-
cavity, the larger the change in the position of its contour points
during filtering. Equation (4) distinguishes between convex and
concave parts of the contour via a change in sign. It is assumed
that the distance will have positive (negative) values for
at convex (concave) parts of the contour. If lies inside
the contour produced at level this indicates that the contour
at is convex ( has positive value). If lies
outside the contour produced at level this indicates that
the contour at is concave ( has negative value).
For a small class of shapes, direct implementation of (3) can
result in a loss of continuity for values of at the borders
between convexities and concavities. At high scale levels,
where the filtered contours are very smooth, some contour
points move in a direction roughly parallel to the contour rather
than in a direction perpendicular to the contour. In this case,
the distance between successive positions of the contour point
does not reflect the displacement of the contours between two
scale levels—an example is shown in Fig. 1. This problem
can be easily avoided by taking the displacement measure as
the locally minimum distance between contour point
and neighboring segments of this contour point at scale level
. Theoretically, the search for the minimum distance
should continue until the first local minimum distance is found.
In a practical implementation, it is often sufficient to take the
displacement measure as the minimum of two distances
and , where and denote the Euclidian distances
between and segments and at
scale level .
An example of the shape representation is illustrated in the
form of a 2-D surface in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the original
shape. Fig. 2(b) shows filtering the original contour with
different values of . The arrows indicate the displacement
direction for convex and concave contour points respectively.
All concavities and convexities are present at the lowest
scale levels. Moving to higher scale levels the level of detail
decreases and only the most significant convexities and concav-
ities are retained. Our observations indicate that the majority of
contours become completely indistinguishable above the tenth
scale level. As a result, in all our experiments we use shape
representations with scale levels from 1 to 10.
Note that the curvature could be employed as an alternative
convexity/concavity measure as widely used in many other
shape analysis methods [19]. However, whilst our experiments
show that the use of curvature results in a descriptor with
strong discriminatory capabilities, sometimes small changes
in the contour lead to large changes in the curvature and such
curvature extremes can dominate the matching process.
B. Invariance and Robustness
A shape descriptor should be invariant to scaling, translation,
rotation and should be robust in the presence of small geomet-
rical distortions, occlusion and outliers. In this section, we eval-
uate the MCC representation according to these criteria.
1) Linear Transformations: Translation of the contour does
not affect the MCC representation since the convexity/concavity
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Fig. 2. Example of extracting the MCC shape representation: (a) original shape image; (b) filtered versions of the original contour at different scale levels; (c) final
MCC representation for 100 contour points at 14 scale levels.
measure for a given contour point is calculated solely with the
respect to its neighborhood points. A size normalization process
is employed to ensure that the approach is invariant with respect
to scaling. A rotation of the object usually causes a circular shift
of its representation (along the axis) which is taken into ac-
count during the matching process—see Section IV. This also
addresses the possible effects of a change in the contour starting
point used.
2) Nonlinear Transformations: In this section, we illustrate
the influence of shape deformations on the proposed shape
representation using a very simple shape as an example.
Fig. 3 shows four different shapes representing digit one and
their corresponding MCC representations. In fact, the shapes
in Fig. 3(b), (c) and (d) are manually modified (deformed)
versions of the shape in Fig. 3(a).
Fig. 3(a) illustrates that the corresponding shape has three
convexities, labeled , and and one deep concavity,
labeled . One straight segment, labeled , is also illus-
trated (other shorter straight segments present in the shape are
not labeled). In the MCC representation, the convexities corre-
spond to three maxima. Similarly, the concavity is represented
by a single deep minimum. Shallow plateaus correspond to
straight segments between convex parts. Modifying the top of
the digit, see Fig. 3(b), makes the concavity shallower. This
results in a slightly shallower minimum in the MCC represen-
tation, especially at higher scale levels. The shape in Fig. 3(c)
has a longer top part compared to the original version. In the
MCC representation, this results in a larger separation between
maxima/minima at all scale levels and the minimum becomes
deeper, especially at higher scale levels. Introducing small
outliers, as in Fig. 3(d), introduces new maxima/minima in the
MCC representations at lower scale levels. Similarly, contour
noise (not shown in Fig. 3) introduces additional convexities
and concavities at lower scale levels, but higher scale levels
usually remain unaffected due to the implicit filtering process.
In all cases, there are small differences in the position of the
maxima/minima along the contour—a fact which must be
addressed during the shape matching process.
Further examples of the MCC shape representations are
shown in Fig. 9. Of particular interest are the differences in the
MCC representation between rigid shapes like circle, square,
and triangle. In order to compare the MCC representation
to the CSS representation, it should be noted that the CSS
representation of these shapes would contain no maxima. The
MCC representation of shapes, which could be considered
elastic, like pen, and horseshoe is also illustrated in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 3. Examples of shape deformations and their influence on the MCC representation: (a) original shape of digit one; (b) original shape with the top part moved
up; (c) original shape with the top part longer; (d) original shape with outliers.
We can conclude from the above that the proposed description
scheme is very robust to elastic deformations and that changes in
the MCC representation could be used for quantifying these dif-
ferences in a way which conforms with human intuition. While
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we have no theoretical justification of this, this assumption is
evaluated experimentally in Section VI.
IV. MATCHING AND SIMILARITY MEASURE
In this section, a contour matching method and dissimi-
larity measure based on the proposed MCC representation are
presented. It should be stressed that although the presented
algorithm is quite efficient, much faster heuristic matching
approaches could be developed in the future. The presented
algorithm was developed to find the global optimal match
between two MCC representations of closed contours and is
described here to illustrate the full capabilities of the pro-
posed descriptor. However, more advanced matching schema,
including partial matching [11], [12], [14], [4], are also pos-
sible.
A. Distance Between Contour Points
When comparing two contours and , it is necessary to
examine the distance between each contour point of both con-
tours. If two contour points and are represented by their
multi-scale features and respectively, for
, then the distance between the two contour
points can be defined as:
(5)
It should be noted that according to the above definition, all
scale levels are currently incorporated in the distance measure
with the same importance (weight). It is possible that using dif-
ferent weights could result in improved overall retrieval accu-
racy, however this requires significant further experimentation
and will be the basis of our future work in this area.
B. Optimal Solution for Contour Point Correspondence
As part of the matching process, the best correspondence be-
tween contour points must be determined. The matching process
must determine the optimal circular shift between two repre-
sentations and take into account small variations in the relative
positions of feature vectors along the contour length caused by
contour deformation. We assume that the contours are closed.
Occlusions are not detected explicitly, but penalized implicitly
by the cost of matching them to the nonoccluded contour. This
assumption is motivated by the observation that local contour
occlusions and outliers only locally affect the MCC representa-
tion, making global alignment still possible.
These simplifications allow us to use a Dynamic Programming
technique similar to one used for speech recognition where it
is referred to as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [23]. DTW
has been widely used for speech recognition where several
utterances of the same word are likely to have different durations,
and utterances of the same word with the same duration will
differ due to different parts of the words being spoken at
different rates. As such, a time alignment is performed to
obtain a global distance between two speech patterns. In our
case, the task is to find an optimal global alignment along
the contour.
Fig. 4. Illustration of matching two MCC representations by dynamic
programming.
We use an distance table to conveniently examine the
distances between corresponding contour points on both shapes.
The columns represent contour points of one shape representa-
tion and the rows represent the contour points of the other. Each
row/column entry in the table is the distance between two cor-
responding contour points calculated according to (5).
Finding the optimal match between the columns corresponds
to finding the lowest cost diagonal path through the distance
table—see the example in Fig. 4 where the contours’ feature
vectors are illustrated as grey levels along each axis. If one of the
contours is rotated with respect to another or different starting
points are chosen for the two contours, the optimal path will be
shifted in the distance table. Thus, rotation invariance can be
obtained by checking possible circular shifts for the optimal
diagonal path. If one of the contours is a mirrored version of
the other, the optimal path will become perpendicular to the op-
timal path for a nonmirrored version. Invariance to mirror trans-
formations can be obtained by checking for the optimal path
by traversing through the columns or rows in both directions.
The final dissimilarity is calculated based on the cumulative cost
along the optimal path.
1) Properties of the Optimal Path: In a dynamic program-
ming formulation, the sequential nature of the contours is main-
tained as the path is traced through the distance table. This im-
poses the condition that matching paths cannot move backward
along the columns. The path may only proceed upwards and to
the right in the table—see Fig. 4. A global distance measure for
the path under investigation is obtained by summing the local
distance measures.
We impose the additional condition that every column in
the input MCC representations must be used in calculating the
matching path. Furthermore a column from one contour can
only be assigned to a maximum of two columns from the other
contour. This ensures that long horizontal or vertical segments
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Fig. 5. Examples of typical matching: (a) distance table and the optimal path found for MCC representations of stef09 and stef13, (b) distance table and the
optimal path found for MCC representations of horse14 and its modified version, (c) distance table and the optimal path found for MCC representations of stef09
and horse14, (d) contour point correspondences for contours from (a), (e) contour point correspondences for contours from (b), (f) contour point correspondences
for contours from (c).
in the path are avoided, which would correspond to a single
contour point being matched to a large contour segment.
As it is common practise in DTW algorithms [23], we re-
strict the path to lie in the area close to the ideal straight diag-
onal line in order to speed up the matching process. The path
is allowed to deviate from a straight diagonal path by no more
than a chosen deviation threshold . In our experiments we-
chose , which in most cases has no affect on the
optimal path as a result of the restriction imposed on the path’s
geometry. This value is also a good trade off between speed and
recognition efficiency.
2) Dynamic Programming Formulation: To describe the
dynamic programming formulation, let us initially assume that
the starting points in both MCC representations are known
and shifted to position 0 along the contours. Let us also define
to be the total distance along the minimum distance
path starting from cell (0, 0) to cell . The value of
at each point of the path may be evaluated as:
(6)
where , and
denote the total distances for the left, bottom-left, and bottom
predecessors respectively. The constraint that a column from
one contour can only be assigned to a maximum of two columns
from the other contour, means that the total distance for left and







where and denote vertical
and horizontal positions of the lowest cost predecessor for
cell . Note, that implementation of the last equation
requires storing the position of the lowest cost predecessor for
each cell of the DP table.
The DP matching algorithm starts at cell (0, 0) and proceeding
upwards and to the right through the DP table, the costs of all
possible allowable paths are updated according to Formula (6).
The least cost path through the distance table, corresponding to
the best matching between two MCC representations assuming
a given pair of starting points, is the total cost at the top right
cell .
3) Matching Algorithm: Since the starting points and rota-
tion alignment for both contours are in fact unknown, it is there-
fore necessary to investigate all possible starting points. This
means that the DP algorithm must be repeated times with
different contour points chosen as starting points. If the DP
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matching algorithm starts from a cell from the bottom row of
distance table other than (0, 0), the optimal path may need to
wrap around from the last column to the first column of the se-
quence of contour points. This may be efficiently implemented
by repeating the columns of the distance table, resulting in an
extended distance table of size [11]. The DP algorithm
can then be run iteratively for , each time deter-
mining the optimal path between cells (bottom row) and
(top row) in the extended distance table.
Invariance to a mirror transformation can be obtained by flip-
ping the columns of the extended distance table and repeating
the search for the optimal path.
The entire algorithm for determining the least cost path
through the distance table can be stated as follows:
INPUT: MCC representations of shapes and ;
OUTPUT: The least cost of matching and ;
1) SET
2) FILL Distance Table using (5);
3) EXTEND Distance Table to by repeating columns;
4) FOR DO //Search for the least cost path
FIND the lowest cost path between cells and
proceeding upwards and to the right
through Distance Table and summing local distances using
(6);




5) FLIP the columns of Distance Table and REPEAT 4;
The above algorithm finds the minimum cost of traversing
the distance table for all possible starting points and taking
into account mirror transformation.
C. Matching Examples
Matching examples are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows the
optimal path in the distance table between MCC representations
of two shapes from the MPEG-7 dataset: stef09 and stef13. It can
be seen that despite significant nonrigid deformations between
these shapes, the optimal path deviates only minimally from
the straight diagonal line (part ), resulting in very intuitive
contour point correspondence between the shapes—illustrated
in Fig. 5(d). This example confirms that the MCC representa-
tion is very robust to nonrigid deformations. Fig. 5(b) shows
an example of matching the shapes horse14 from the MPEG-7
dataset and a modified version of this shape with a rider on the
horse. From Fig. 5(b), which shows the optimal path found in
the distance table for these shapes, it can be seen that devia-
tion of the path for parts and of the contours, corre-
sponds to matching the rider from one contour to the horse’s
back from the other contour—see Fig. 5(e). The remainder of
the path is almost straight indicating that the remaining part of
the MCC representation is almost unaffected even in the pres-
ence of significant local outliers. The cost of matching the rider
to the back of the horse is used to quantify the dissimilarities
between two shapes. An example of matching two very dissim-
ilar shapes, corresponding to stef09 and horse14, is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Example shapes used in part B of “CE-Shape-1” MPEG-7 core
experiment.
Fig. 5(c) with the contour point correspondence obtained illus-
trated in Fig. 5(f). Despite significant differences between both
shapes, the matching algorithm is able to find an intuitive match.
Note that the best match is found for a mirrored version of shape
horse14. Of course, even such globally optimal matching will
result in a large dissimilarity measure between these shapes.
These examples illustrate the fact that the DP algorithm com-
pensates for small deviations in the position of the convexi-
ties/concavities along the contour and does not merge or skip
outliers present in one or both contours.
D. Final Dissimilarity Measure
The final dissimilarity measure between two contours is cal-
culated based on the least cost path found in the dynamic
programming algorithm. This cost is normalized by the number
of contour points used in the MCC representation. Addition-
ally, the measure is normalized according to the estimated com-
plexity of both shapes. The introduction of the second normal-
ization is motivated by our observations that humans are gen-
erally more sensitive to contour deformations when the com-
plexity of the contour is lower. Thus, similarity between low
complexity contours should be additionally penalized. The com-
plexity of the contour is estimated as the average of the dif-
ferences between maximum and minimum convexity/concavity
measures over all scale levels:
(9)
Finally, we define the dissimilarity measure between two con-
tours and as
(10)
where and denote complexity of contour and re-
spectively.
It should be noted that there is no extra penalty for stretching
and merging of contour parts during the matching process.
Rather, a global optimal match between two contours is found
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Fig. 7. Retrieval rate for all classes from MPEG-7 core experiment (CE-Shape1) part B for both MCC and CSS (sorted by retrieval rate of MCC).
using a rich multi-scale feature for each contour point. This is
contrary to the majority of other contour matching approaches
based on dynamic programming where different penalty
factors, usually chosen in an ad hoc fashion [14], drive the
matching process.
V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this section we analyze the complexity for the MCC repre-
sentation extraction stage and the matching stage independently,
as they are usually performed separately.
The description extraction mainly involves iterative filtering
of the original contour and calculating the distance between
evolved contours. Therefore, the complexity of the extraction
stage is , where denotes the number of scale levels
used in the MCC representation. In all our experiments we
used ten scale levels as using higher scale resolution does not
lead to improvement in recognition efficiency. For comparison,
the CSS image is usually extracted (as specified in [21], [6])
using approximately 100 iterations, each involving filtering of
the original contour three times.
The matching algorithm has quite a high order of complexity,
as our main intention was to find the optimal match between
two descriptors and show the maximum retrieval capabilities
of the proposed shape representation. The original DTW algo-
rithm has complexity of , where is the number of con-
tour points (columns in the distance table). The entire matching
algorithm has complexity since circular shifts are
checked. However, the practical implementation is still quite
fast due to the very simple operations which have to be per-
formed during the matching process.
In our implementation on a regular Pentium IV/1600 MHz
workstation, approximately 10 s were required to calculate MCC
representations for the entire MPEG-7 database containing 1400
shapeimages.Asinglecomparison,includingmirroredmatching,
takesroughly7ms.Assuch,queryingtheentireMPEG-7database
with a single shape requires less than 10 seconds.
The complexity could be significantly reduced (perhaps close
to linear) by using only sparse representations to roughly align
the shapes before more detailed matching. One possibility could
be to utilize maxima/minima at high scale levels in a voting
scheme similar to that proposed in [14] in order to estimate the
most likely global alignments (circular shifts). Currently we are
Fig. 8. Illustrative retrieval results obtained for selected entries from a
database of shapes of marine creatures. The top row shows the query shape,
whilst subsequent rows show the first 17 top ranked matches.
investigating statistics calculated using the proposed representa-
tion for indexing large databases. Our preliminary results show
that using such an approach, a significant number of shapes can
be discarded from the search without performing any matching.
VI. RESULTS
In this section, we present the results obtained using the
MCC approach. For this purpose we simulated the main part
(part B) of the Core Experiment “CE-Shape-1” specified
in the MPEG-7 document [15]. In this experiment, a set of
semantically classified images with an associated ground truth
is used. The total number of images in the database is 1400
consisting of 70 classes of various shapes, each class with 20
images. Each class was used as a query, and the number of
similar images (which belong to the same class) was counted
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Fig. 9. Examples of MCC shape representations.
in the top 40 matches (bulls-eye test). Examples of shapes used
in this experiment are shown in Fig. 6.
As outlined in [16], a 100% retrieval rate is not possible,
since some classes contain objects whose shape is significantly
different so that is not possible to group them into the same
class using only shape-based descriptors. To illustrate this, an
example is shown in [16] whereby two spoon shapes are more
similar to shapes in different classes than to themselves.
The best overall performance for a method based on shape
context descriptors attached to each contour was reported in [24]
as 76.51%. In the Core Experiment “CE-Shape-1” performed
as part of the MPEG-7 standardization process, the best perfor-
mance for the method based on the best possible correspondence
of visual parts [17], [18] was reported as 76.45%. In these ex-
periments, a performance of 75.44% was obtained by a method
based on CSS. Results obtained using a more recent optimized
version of the CSS approach [25], [26] show a performance of
80.54%. In comparison, the total performance of our proposed
MCC representation is 84.93%, which shows that our method
outperforms the above approaches.
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Fig. 7 shows details of retrieval results for all classes of shapes
from the MPEG-7 database for both MCC and CSS approaches.
In Fig. 7, the classes are sorted according to the performance
of MCC, with the corresponding performance of CSS for each
class overlaid. This clearly shows where the MCC approach out-
performs CSS. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that for all totally or
almost totally convex classes present in the MPEG-7 database,
such as pencil, HCircle, device3, device4, our algorithm per-
forms much better then CSS. The results illustrate that the pro-
posed technique can capture important (from a human’s point of
view) shape features. Very good performance was obtained for
classes such as fork, spring, frog, pencil, device8. Retrieval re-
sults obtained for classes bat, cattle, horse, and lizzard are also
encouraging, taking into account the high diversity within these
classes. The poor results obtained for the two classes device6
and device9, can be explained in both cases by the fact that they
contain shapes representing geometrical shapes (pentagons and
circles respectively) with very deep cracks and holes—see Fig.
6. These shapes are similar according to region-based similarity
criteria, but are very different according to contour-based simi-
larity criteria. Clearly, for shape-based retrieval of such classes,
region-based descriptors rather than contour-based descriptors
should be used.
Illustrative retrieval results obtained using the MCC approach
on a database of 1100 shapes of marine creatures [6], are illus-
trated in Fig. 8.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new multi-level shape representation for single
closed contours, termed Multi-scale Convexity Concavity, has
been presented. Robust matching of two such descriptors using
dynamic programming was developed. Based on this matching
a dissimilarity measure between two contours was also pro-
posed. The proposed scheme is very efficient and invariant to
several kinds of transformations including some articulations
and modest occlusions. Experimental results reveal that our ap-
proach supports search for shapes that are semantically similar
for humans, even when significant intra-class variability exists.
The MCC representation can be used as a starting point to ob-
tain more compact descriptors.
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